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Charles Stanley's Handbook for Christian
Living
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Brené Brown has
taught us what it means to dare greatly, rise strong,
and brave the wilderness. Now, based on new
research conducted with leaders, change makers, and
culture shifters, she’s showing us how to put those
ideas into practice so we can step up and lead. Don’t
miss the hourlong Netflix special Brené Brown: The
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Call to Courage! NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY BLOOMBERG Leadership is not about
titles, status, and wielding power. A leader is anyone
who takes responsibility for recognizing the potential
in people and ideas, and has the courage to develop
that potential. When we dare to lead, we don’t
pretend to have the right answers; we stay curious
and ask the right questions. We don’t see power as
finite and hoard it; we know that power becomes
infinite when we share it with others. We don’t avoid
difficult conversations and situations; we lean into
vulnerability when it’s necessary to do good work. But
daring leadership in a culture defined by scarcity,
fear, and uncertainty requires skill-building around
traits that are deeply and uniquely human. The irony
is that we’re choosing not to invest in developing the
hearts and minds of leaders at the exact same time
as we’re scrambling to figure out what we have to
offer that machines and AI can’t do better and faster.
What can we do better? Empathy, connection, and
courage, to start. Four-time #1 New York Times
bestselling author Brené Brown has spent the past
two decades studying the emotions and experiences
that give meaning to our lives, and the past seven
years working with transformative leaders and teams
spanning the globe. She found that leaders in
organizations ranging from small entrepreneurial
startups and family-owned businesses to nonprofits,
civic organizations, and Fortune 50 companies all ask
the same question: How do you cultivate braver, more
daring leaders, and how do you embed the value of
courage in your culture? In this new book, Brown uses
research, stories, and examples to answer these
questions in the no-BS style that millions of readers
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have come to expect and love. Brown writes, “One of
the most important findings of my career is that
daring leadership is a collection of four skill sets that
are 100 percent teachable, observable, and
measurable. It’s learning and unlearning that requires
brave work, tough conversations, and showing up
with your whole heart. Easy? No. Because choosing
courage over comfort is not always our default. Worth
it? Always. We want to be brave with our lives and our
work. It’s why we’re here.” Whether you’ve read
Daring Greatly and Rising Strong or you’re new to
Brené Brown’s work, this book is for anyone who
wants to step up and into brave leadership.

Wait with Me
Learn to draw in 30 days with Emmy award-winning
PBS host Mark Kistler Drawing is an acquired skill, not
a talent--anyone can learn to draw! All you need is a
pencil, a piece of paper, and the willingness to tap
into your hidden artistic abilities. With Emmy awardwinning, longtime PBS host Mark Kistler as your guide,
you'll learn the secrets of sophisticated threedimensional renderings, and have fun along the
way--in just 20 minutes a day for a month. Inside
you'll find: Quick and easy step-by-step instructions
for drawing everything from simple spheres to apples,
trees, buildings, and the human hand and face More
than 500 line drawings, illustrating each step Timetested tips, techniques, and tutorials for drawing in
3-D The 9 Fundamental Laws of Drawing to create the
illusion of depth in any drawing 75 student examples
to help gauge your own progress
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The Shi King, the Old "Poetry Classic" of
the Chinese
To young Christians of the world, Pope Francis has a
message for you: "Christ is alive, and he wants you to
be alive!" In his fourth apostolic exhortation, Christus
Vivit, Pope Francis encapsulates the work of the 2018
synod of bishops on "Young People, The Faith, and
Vocational Discernment." Pope Francis has always
had a special relationship with young people, and in
his fatherly love for you he shows that: You can relate
to young people in Scripture who made a difference
You identify with the Christ who is always young You
face difficult issues in the world today You yearn for
the truth of the Gospel You are capable of amazing
things when you respond to the Gospel You learn and
grow with help from the faithful of all generations You
need bold and creative youth ministry You can
discover who God made you to be You are urged to
pray for discernment Christus Vivit is written for and
to young people, but Pope Francis also wrote it for the
entire Church, because, as he says, reflecting on our
young people inspires us all. "May the Holy Spirit urge
you on as you run this race. The Church needs your
momentum, your intuitions, your faith. We need
them! And when you arrive where we have not yet
reached, have the patience to wait for us."

Created to Draw Near
According to White, the cost of following Jesus is not
cheap. The cost is substantial, but the benefits,
rewards, and joys that come with a commitment to
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Him are well worth it.

Daring to Draw Near
Katie Davis Majors details her unusual courtship and
marriage as well as the recent birth of her first son.
Major shares her ongoing experiences in Uganda as
the adoptive mother to thirteen girls and describes
how she's wrestled through the darkness of
disappointment to find the answer to whether God
truly is good. Print run 100,000.

Daring to Draw Near
Simple and timeless tools for success and happiness
For more than eighty years, millions of people from
Warren Buffett to Oprah Winfrey have benefited from
the remarkable wisdom of Dale Carnegie. Intended as
a basic sales primer, How to Win Friends and
Influence People quickly exploded into an overnight
success—selling more than fifteen million copies
worldwide and becoming one of the most influential
books of all time. With an enduring grasp of human
nature, Dale Carnegie’s How to Win Friends and
Influence People shows you how to be more
persuasive and effective, a better leader and
manager, and happier at home and at work. This
special new edition of the beloved classic includes an
exclusive foreword by Terry O’Reilly.

The Courage to Be Disliked
Jason Gaboury has wrestled with loneliness ever since
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he can remember. But when he was challenged to see
loneliness as a context for friendship with God, things
began to change. In these pages God invites you to
stop and wait with him in your own moments of
isolation and anxiety, journeying from loneliness into
a deeper life with God.

When the Spirit Comes with Power
In a reverse twist on the Robin Hood story, a young
medieval maiden stands up for the rights of the
mistreated, stealing from the rich to give to the poor.
All the while, she fights against her cruel uncle who
has taken over the land that is rightfully hers. Forced
to live in the woods and hide with the poor people
she's grown to love, she works to save and protect
them, but she never anticipates falling in love with
the wealthy knight who represents all she's come to
despise.

Space for God
Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multimillion-copy New York Times bestseller is the
definitive manual for anyone interested in gaining,
observing, or defending against ultimate control –
from the author of The Laws of Human Nature. In the
book that People magazine proclaimed “beguiling”
and “fascinating,” Robert Greene and Joost Elffers
have distilled three thousand years of the history of
power into 48 essential laws by drawing from the
philosophies of Machiavelli, Sun Tzu, and Carl Von
Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging
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from Henry Kissinger to P.T. Barnum. Some laws
teach the need for prudence (“Law 1: Never Outshine
the Master”), others teach the value of confidence
(“Law 28: Enter Action with Boldness”), and many
recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15:
Crush Your Enemy Totally”). Every law, though, has
one thing in common: an interest in total domination.
In a bold and arresting two-color package, The 48
Laws of Power is ideal whether your aim is conquest,
self-defense, or simply to understand the rules of the
game.

The Song of the Bird
Embracing God as Father
A thought-provoking guide to getting unstuck in life
by checking in with your mindset and emotions, and
aligning your life to your purpose and values. Each
chapter includes prompts for reflection.

Christus Vivit
The Council of Dads is a profoundly moving and
illuminating new work from Bruce Feiler, author of the
monumental New York Times bestsellers Walking the
Bible, Abraham, and Where God Was Born. The
acclaimed writer’s most intimate book, The Council of
Dads is Feiler’s personal story of illness and recovery,
a book that touches on life and death, love and
fatherhood, and offers inspiration for us all.
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Peak
Offers advice to those coping with illness or a
disability, providing spiritual and practical suggestions
for coping with such aspects of illness as physical
pain, regrets, bitterness, and loneliness.

A Daring Sacrifice
John White offers a dynamic alternative to secular
styles of leadership and management. Study and
discussion questions included.

Anonymous
Life is like a roller coaster, and we need spiritual
stamina or “staying power” in order to stay true to
our faith and calling through all the ups and downs.
Prayer is essential for developing spiritual stamina,
and this prayer guide is intended to help you
strengthen your prayer life and faith through a thirtyday prayer challenge. Within these pages you will find
prayer exercises offering instruction in a variety of
prayer methods and approaches, including praying in
silence, praying out loud, journaling your prayers, and
drawing/coloring as you pray. Designed to be used as
a devotional companion to Melissa's Elijah Bible study
or a separate prayer guide, these prayers will
strengthen your faith and increase your spiritual
stamina as you draw near to God. The Elijah Bible
study components, available separately, include a
Participant Workbook, Leader Guide, DVD with six
20-25 minute sessions, and boxed Leader Kit (an allPage 8/25
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inclusive box containing one copy of each of the Bible
study’s components).

Father God
Since life is a journey, feel free to stop and ask for
directions. Previously released as the bestselling The
Glorious Journey, this practical volume by Charles
Stanley shows readers how to put God's Word to work
in their daily lives with this easy-to-apply handbook.
As believers, our desire is to follow the Lord more
closely and to utilize His Word for maximum impact in
our lives. Occasionally, however, we find ourselves
not even knowing the questions to ask, or the best
way to approach Scripture in search of answers.
Charles F. Stanley's Handbook for Christian Living is
not a lofty theological work, nor is it an academic
commentary. Instead, Dr. Stanley has prepared a
friendly, easy-to-use help system for every believer.
In this collection, he speaks with authority on such
issues as: the real purpose of baptism how to treat
others at work a proper view of those in government
how grace saves us and how worry robs us what
freedom reallly is He also shares biblical insight into
relationships, children, parenting, loneliness, sexual
pressures, as well as strategies for personal growth.
From the thorny issues of daily life to a framework for
the end times (and everything in between), Charles F.
Stanley's Handbook for Christian brings Scripture to
life, makes sense of the hard questions, and enhances
your understanding of the way life was meant to be
lived.
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Before the World Was Ready
You believe (or want to believe) God has called you
and given you purpose, but where do you start? How
do you get from feeling stuck to making a move? If
this sounds familiar, bestselling author Jess Connolly
has a message for you: You Are the Girl for the Job.
But this is not simply a peppy catchphrase. This is the
straight-up truth God has proclaimed over your life
from the beginning, and it's not dependent on what
you can do or achieve but based on His power,
capacity, and character. It has taken one million,
maybe one zillion (who knows?!), slight moves of His
hand to place you in this exact moment. So forget
about fear and second-guessing your gifts, because
God has meticulously prepared you to be an
ambassador for the Kingdom right where you are,
here and now. Life is too short to get stuck in a
holding pattern of shame, self-doubt, and comparison.
So let this book be your very good news: you don't
have to wait for permission when you've already been
commissioned. With passion and heart-pumping hope,
Jess shows that being the girl for the job doesn't
depend on your capacity. Rather, it has everything to
do with God's capacity and our willingness. It has
everything to do with believing we are who God says
we are, and quieting any inferior word spoken against
us. Are you ready? Let this book be your jumpstart
into confident, purposed living, as Jess walks you
through the six steps she has used to coach and
encourage women for years: set your focus, take
stock of the story that has shaped you, face your fear,
catch the vision, make a plan, and finally, make your
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move--all in the bold belief that God has called you to
every step of the journey.

Daring to Draw Near
Features information on eight different scientists and
the struggles they had in convincing the world that
their revolutionary ideas were correct, including such
figures as Nikola Tesla, Charles Darwin, and Ignaz
Semmelweis.

The Cost of Commitment
What is God’s will for your life, and how can you be
sure you’re following His path? Trusted pastor and
bestselling author of The Gift of Prayer helps you
discover God’s purpose in this practical and insightful
guide to hearing His voice. We hear so much about
God’s great purpose for our lives but what exactly
does that mean? Does the Lord really care about the
course we take? Is His path really better than what we
can figure out on our own? And if so, how do we
discover what He desires regarding the decisions and
challenges we face every day—especially when the
road ahead appears so confusing? God’s will for you
doesn’t have to remain a mystery. In fact, your
heavenly Father wants to reveal the plans He has for
your life. In this book, Dr. Charles Stanley, beloved
pastor and respected Bible teacher, teaches you how
to discern what it is, see the different ways God
communicates His plans, shares wisdom on how to
know you’re really hearing Him, and gives specific
steps to walking in God’s will for your life. Whether
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you’re facing a major life decision, planning for the
future, or simply trying to walk with the Lord day by
day, The Will of God can help you draw closer to God
and discover His awesome plan for your life.

30 Days of Prayer for Spiritual Stamina
Draw the Circle
We all experience times of hiddenness, when our
potential is unseen and our abilities unapplauded.
This book redeems those times by reminding us that
though we often want to rush through these
anonymous seasons of the soul, they hold enormous
power to cultivate character traits that cannot be
developed any other way!

How To Win Friends And Influence
People
In this classic book on prayer, John White presents ten
prayers from the Bible, prayers that will take you near
to the holy one of the universe, the personal God of
each person in the world.

Ten Days Without
"Every one of these stories is about YOU." --Anthony
de Mello Everyone loves stories; and in this book the
bestselling author of Sadhana: A Way to God shares
124 stories and parables from a variety of traditions
both ancient and modern. Each story resonates with
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life lessons that can teach us inescapable truths
about ourselves and our world. De Mello's
international acclaim rests on his unique approach to
contemplation and ability to heighten self-awareness
and self-discovery. His is a holistic approach, and in
the words of one reviewer: "his mysticism cuts across
all times and peoples and is truly a universal
invitation." The Song of the Bird uses the familiar yet
enduring medium of the story to illustrate profound
realities that bring us in touch with the problems and
concerns of daily life, as well as with our common
spiritual quest. The aim is to develop the art of tasting
and feeling the message of each story to the point
that we are transformed. "Let the story speak to your
heart, not to your brain," the author directs. "This
may make something of a mystic out of you."
Enhanced by lovely ink drawings, this is indeed a
volume to treasure, to share, and to read many times
over, for it is everyone's best companion on the road
to spiritual growth.

The Council of Dads
God uses many words to describe himself, but one is
stunningly personal-Father. This is thrilling and
problematic. You don't have another Jesus, or another
Holy Spirit, but you do have another father, and your
experience with him changes the way you see God.
Because of this, unknowingly, you may be "Father
deficient" - lacking key resources God is offering, but
you are still missing. With keen Biblical insight and
inspiring stories Dave Patty shows you how to
evaluate four key areas of your heart, and then
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unpacks the practical steps to deep transformation
with Father resources from God. You will be amazed
at the breadth of impact as you encounter this
member of the Trinity in a new and deeply personal
way.

The Beautiful Ones
Don Postema offers us a space to live gratefuly in the
presence of God. He gives us his personal spiritual
journey, his experience in the Christian ministry, his
wide interest in art and literature, and his own
hospitable personality.

Daring Greatly
Author John White takes us on a journey through ten
of the most significant prayers in history, all recorded
in the Bible. We listen in as Abraham pleads for
Sodom and Gomorrah, as David confesses his sin, as
Hannah prays for a child, as Paul intercedes for
others, and as Jesus poured his heart out to his
heavenly Father. White explores the prayers of
Abraham, Jacob, Moses, Job, Daniel, David, Hannah,
Paul, and Jesus, giving us a window on prayer and the
God to whom we pray—a God who is interested in
“two-way” communication.

Consilience
There is joy & triumph in the Christian life. But the
victory can come through struggle. John White knows
this balance and gives us the encouragement to
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persevere. Here is a guide through the basic areas of
Christian living we wrestle with throughout our lives:
faith, prayer, temptation, evangelism, guidance, Bible
study, fellowship, work. In this very personal book he
offers new Christians sound first steps and older
Christians refreshing insights into the struggles and
the joys of freedom in Christ.

Daring to Hope
**Now on Netflix as The Call to Courage** Every time
we are introduced to someone new, try to be creative,
or start a difficult conversation, we take a risk. We
feel uncertain and exposed. We feel vulnerable. Most
of us try to fight those feelings - we strive to appear
perfect. In a powerful new vision Dr Brené Brown
challenges everything we think we know about
vulnerability, and dispels the widely accepted myth
that it's a weakness. She argues that, in truth,
vulnerability is strength and when we shut ourselves
off from vulnerability - from revealing our true selves we distance ourselves from the experiences that bring
purpose and meaning to our lives. Daring Greatly is
the culmination of 12 years of groundbreaking social
research, across every area of our lives including
home, relationships, work, and parenting. It is an
invitation to be courageous; to show up and let
ourselves be seen, even when there are no
guarantees. This is vulnerability. This is daring
greatly.

You Are the Girl for the Job
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Do you pray as often and as boldly as you want to?
There is a way to experience a deeper, more
passionate, persistent, and intimate prayer life.
Drawing from forty days of true stories, Mark
Batterson applies the principles of his New York Times
bestselling book The Circle Maker to teach us a new
way to pray. As thousands of readers quickly became
many tens of thousands, true stories of miraculous
and inspiring answers to prayer began to pour in, and
as those stories were shared, others were bolstered in
their faith to pray with even more boldness. In Draw
the Circle, through forty true, faith-building stories of
God’s answers to prayer, daily scriptures and prayer
prompts, Batterson inspires you to pray and keep
praying like never before. Begin a lifetime of watching
God work. Believe in the God who can do all things.
Experience the power of bold prayer and even bolder
faith in Draw the Circle.

The Fight
You are a royal priest. That Reality Will Change Your
Life Human beings are wired for connection. We long
for deep relationships and real intimacy—both of
which reflect our fundamental desire to be close to
God. But all too often, whether because of our sin or
our failures, we imagine that God prefers to keep his
distance. In this book, Edward T. Welch shows us the
purpose for which we were created: to be brought
near to God as a kingdom of priests. He traces the
priestly identity throughout the entire Bible, showing
us how holiness leads to closeness to God. Through
the blood of Jesus, God extends his invitation for all to
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draw near with open arms. And in his presence, we
discover what it means to be truly human: known,
unashamed, and wise, full of meaning, purpose, and
abundant life.

Dare to Decide
In The Broken Way---the much anticipated sequel to
One Thousand Gifts---bestselling author Ann Voskamp
presents the gospel in a fresh way for desperate
Christians in need of a renewed revelation of the
grace of God. No matter how broken or sin-sick you
are.

The Broken Way
“Marie Kondo, but for your brain.” —HelloGiggles
“Compelling from front to back. Highly recommend.”
—Marc Andreessen Reading this book could change
your life. The Courage to Be Disliked, already an
enormous bestseller in Asia with more than 3.5 million
copies sold, demonstrates how to unlock the power
within yourself to be the person you truly want to be.
Is happiness something you choose for yourself? The
Courage to Be Disliked presents a simple and
straightforward answer. Using the theories of Alfred
Adler, one of the three giants of nineteenth-century
psychology alongside Freud and Jung, this book
follows an illuminating dialogue between a
philosopher and a young man. Over the course of five
conversations, the philosopher helps his student to
understand how each of us is able to determine the
direction of our own life, free from the shackles of
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past traumas and the expectations of others. Rich in
wisdom, The Courage to Be Disliked will guide you
through the concepts of self-forgiveness, self-care,
and mind decluttering. It is a deeply liberating way of
thinking, allowing you to develop the courage to
change and ignore the limitations that you might be
placing on yourself. This plainspoken and profoundly
moving book unlocks the power within you to find
lasting happiness and be the person you truly want to
be. Millions have already benefited from its teachings,
now you can too.

The Christian Hymn Book
Jesus said, “Whoever has seen me has seen the
Father” (John 14:9). He and the Father are one in their
love, joy, and desire to bless. In Embracing God as
Father, Daniel Bush and Noel Due show us what God
has done, is doing, and does every day as he speaks
his Word into our hearts. God searches for the lost
and weary to save us, adopt us into his family through
Christ, and make us sons and daughters of the one
and only Father. This theologically rich and deeply
personal book helps us see God as he truly is and see
who we are as his sons and daughters.

The Will of God
"A dazzling journey across the sciences and
humanities in search of deep laws to unite them."
--The Wall Street Journal One of our greatest living
scientists--and the winner of two Pulitzer Prizes for On
Human Nature and The Ants--gives us a work of
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visionary importance that may be the crowning
achievement of his career. In Consilience (a word that
originally meant "jumping together"), Edward O.
Wilson renews the Enlightenment's search for a
unified theory of knowledge in disciplines that range
from physics to biology, the social sciences and the
humanities. Using the natural sciences as his model,
Wilson forges dramatic links between fields. He
explores the chemistry of the mind and the genetic
bases of culture. He postulates the biological
principles underlying works of art from cave-drawings
to Lolita. Presenting the latest findings in prose of
wonderful clarity and oratorical eloquence, and
synthesizing it into a dazzling whole, Consilience is
science in the path-clearing traditions of Newton,
Einstein, and Richard Feynman.

The 48 Laws of Power
The only thing you’ll find on the summit of Mount
Everest is a divine view. The things that really matter
lie far below. – Peak Marcello After fourteen-year-old
Peak Marcello is arrested for scaling a New York City
skyscraper, he's left with two choices: wither away in
Juvenile Detention or go live with his long-lost father,
who runs a climbing company in Thailand. But Peak
quickly learns that his father's renewed interest in
him has strings attached. Big strings. As owner of
Peak Expeditions, he wants his son to be the youngest
person to reach the Everest summit--and his motives
are selfish at best. Even so, for a climbing addict like
Peak, tackling Everest is the challenge of a lifetime.
But it's also one that could cost him his life. Roland
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Smith has created an action-packed adventure about
friendship, sacrifice, family, and the drive to take on
Everest, despite the incredible risk. The story of
Peak’s dangerous ascent—told in his own words—is
suspenseful, immediate, and impossible to put down.

Being Well When We're Ill
The bestselling book for every boy from eight to
eighty, covering essential boyhood skills such as
building tree houses*, learning how to fish, finding
true north, and even answering the age old question
of what the big deal with girls is. In this digital age
there is still a place for knots, skimming stones and
stories of incredible courage. This book recaptures
Sunday afternoons, stimulates curiosity, and makes
for great father-son activities. The brothers Conn and
Hal have put together a wonderful collection of all
things that make being young or young at heart
fun—building go-carts and electromagnets, identifying
insects and spiders, and flying the world's best paper
airplanes. The completely revised American Edition
includes: The Greatest Paper Airplane in the World
The Seven Wonders of the Ancient World The Five
Knots Every Boy Should Know Stickball Slingshots
Fossils Building a Treehouse* Making a Bow and
Arrow Fishing (revised with US Fish) Timers and
Tripwires Baseball's "Most Valuable Players" Famous
Battles-Including Lexington and Concord, The Alamo,
and Gettysburg Spies-Codes and Ciphers Making a GoCart Navajo Code Talkers' Dictionary Girls Cloud
Formations The States of the U.S. Mountains of the
U.S. Navigation The Declaration of Independence
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Skimming Stones Making a Periscope The Ten
Commandments Common US Trees Timeline of
American History * For more information on building
treehouses, visit www.treehouse-books.com and
www.stilesdesigns.com or see "Treehouses You Can
Actually Build" by David Stiles

Excellence in Leadership
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The brilliant
coming-of-age-and-into-superstardom story of one of
the greatest artists of all time, in his own
words—featuring never-before-seen photos, original
scrapbooks and lyric sheets, and the exquisite
memoir he began writing before his tragic death
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST MUSIC BOOKS OF THE YEAR
BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW AND ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE WASHINGTON
POST AND THE GUARDIAN • NOMINATED FOR THE
NAACP IMAGE AWARD Prince was a musical genius,
one of the most beloved, accomplished, and
acclaimed musicians of our time. He was a startlingly
original visionary with an imagination deep enough to
whip up whole worlds, from the sexy, gritty funk
paradise of “Uptown” to the mythical landscape of
Purple Rain to the psychedelia of “Paisley Park.” But
his most ambitious creative act was turning Prince
Rogers Nelson, born in Minnesota, into Prince, one of
the greatest pop stars of any era. The Beautiful Ones
is the story of how Prince became Prince—a firstperson account of a kid absorbing the world around
him and then creating a persona, an artistic vision,
and a life, before the hits and fame that would come
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to define him. The book is told in four parts. The first
is the memoir Prince was writing before his tragic
death, pages that bring us into his childhood world
through his own lyrical prose. The second part takes
us through Prince’s early years as a musician, before
his first album was released, via an evocative
scrapbook of writing and photos. The third section
shows us Prince’s evolution through candid images
that go up to the cusp of his greatest achievement,
which we see in the book’s fourth section: his original
handwritten treatment for Purple Rain—the final stage
in Prince’s self-creation, where he retells the
autobiography of the first three parts as a heroic
journey. The book is framed by editor Dan
Piepenbring’s riveting and moving introduction about
his profound collaboration with Prince in his final
months—a time when Prince was thinking deeply
about how to reveal more of himself and his ideas to
the world, while retaining the mystery and mystique
he’d so carefully cultivated—and annotations that
provide context to the book’s images. This work is not
just a tribute to an icon, but an original and
energizing literary work in its own right, full of
Prince’s ideas and vision, his voice and image—his
undying gift to the world.

The Dangerous Book for Boys
A Rebellion against Apathy. A Strategy for Action.
“Life is full of good intentions, but for too many, our
good intentions never become good actions—they
don’t move us forward, draw us closer to God, or
make a difference in the world. Good intentions are
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cans of paint that could have become amazing works
of art…but never did.” —Daniel Day, in Ten Days
Without Daniel Day could tell you all about his love for
God and his desire to live as a follower of Jesus. But it
took a simple but radical experiment to move from
simply talking about it to actually living like it. For ten
days at a time, Daniel chose to abandon a certain
“necessity”—a coat, a voice, shoes, media, furniture,
legs, touch—and to blog about it to raise funds and
awareness for organizations that are doing amazing
things to make a difference in the world. And then he
invited others to join him in the experiments and
spread the vision. Together they served God and
others—and experienced significant personal change
in the process. Ten Days Without is the story of their
life-altering adventure. Ten Days Without is a
compelling story and practical guide that will equip
you and your friends to break through walls of
convenience and indifference, and join a movement
that is confronting apathy and ignorance around the
world to make an impact on people’s lives in a Godhonoring way. Ten Days Without is where our good
intentions end and making a difference in the world
begins.

Dare to Lead
John White has extensively interviewed many people,
including those from John Wimber's Vineyard Christian
Fellowship. His years of work as a psychiatrist and as
a missionary in the Third World qualify him in a
special way to analyze the experiences described in
this book. In addition he has thoroughly studied
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revivals of the past, highlighting the differences and
the similarities to what is happening today. As always,
John White remains thoroughly biblical as he handles
many controversial topics. The result is a book full of
pracitcal wisdom and remarkable insight with
conclusions that are fresh and surprising.

You Can Draw in 30 Days
Examining ten prayers recorded in the Bible, John
White uncovers lessons about the discipline and
privilege of prayer.
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